Name: Hamza Jamaa

Student Number: C15477542

Course: Nutraceuticals in Health and Nutrition (DT420/4)

Position Contested: Vice president for Education (TU Dublin City Campus)

Election Manifesto

My name is Hamza Jamaa, I’m a final year student currently studying Nutraceuticals and this year I am running to be your next Vice President for Education in TUDSU City Campus. I have been in involved with a lot SU events in TU Dublin since my time in TU Dublin, I was a peer mentor, and I have done various DIT tutoring programmes with tutoring Larkin college 6th year students in Biology, a member of several societies in DIT and also a previous College Officer in Cathal Brugha Street.

There are many reasons to why I have decided after years to put myself forward for this but mainly I believe I will do the best job for all presiding TU Dublin students in a whole. My Experience is in abundance of what I have known. What I have come to know and what I will come to know and learn to share to make this coming year a one of amicable remembrance.

As to say, this is technically my fifth year in TU Dublin as I transferred courses, this has shown me on a personal level that I am firstly a people’s person who can adapt to different environments in a short space of time. I can say I have lived more than half of the TU Dublin experience and challenges that it brings to us as a natural cause.

Naturally I would consider myself to be an easy going person, who is always level headed at all situation. From this I have believed that I am an approachable Individual and a relatively understanding person who is able to listen and apply all acquired effort into any task at hand.

Why Vote for me??? The answer is simple… I commit to every duty/post/challenge. I have always put my all and then some into everything I’ve ever done and for me this job is on the same level as anything else I prioritise.

As a previous College Officer of Cathal Brugha Street I have the passion, drive, enthusiasm and overall ground experience that this job may require. My Characteristics and traits reflects well of me, as I’m hardworking, organised, focused and determined.

As a strong believer in Reformation of Change I strongly believe we should use our vote wisely and rightly to make any decision, and with that I urge you to Vote for me… Hamza for Vice President for Education.

Previous Experience

- College Officer 2018/2019
- Member of DITSU CLG
- Member of Student Council 2018-2020
- Member of Electoral Commission
- Member of DITSU Executive 2018/2019
Goals

Representation
Keep and maintain the high quality of both Class and School Representatives.
Maintain the online recruitment of Class Rep Nominations to prompt easier elections of class Reps and attain 100% Class Reps.

School Reps
The improvement of the School Rep system in each school. The engagement of School Reps between their Class Reps to promote communication.

Timetables
Timetabling is always an issue with college, so I would like to work closely with Head of Schools to ensure that modules don’t clash and easy access for video tutorials on how to access timetables and where to go if an issue was to arise.

Postgraduates
Work with the Post Grad Officer to make sure that they are represented and work on the improvement of engagement.

Library Service
With the move to Grangegorman City Campus happening, I want to make sure that there is adequate study space for students in the new Campus.

Student Engagement
The interaction with students on a regular basis to assist on any issues they may be facing during the big move to the new Grangegorman campus. Move around to different campus and have tea and coffee stations to increase engagement and speak about issues they may be facing.

My Rights Campaign
It is essential for students to know their educational rights and ensure students make the most out of their year. So informing students from various campus their rights so they are prepared when receiving assignments/coursework/exams.

These are some of the goals that I want I intend to work on and want to be your voice. There is no doubt that the many good years I’ve witnessed here was encased around in listening and observing the needs of the students and I want to hear your voices and the students need! I feel as though we are ready for the next step of affirmative change in process through leadership.

Vote Ham for Hamza once again, but this time for your next Vice President of Education!! #GoHam4Hamza

Polling dates 31st March & Wednesday, 1st April